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off-white trousers and gym shoes. He wore an old zip-
fastener shirt in blue artificial silk, the skin of his face was
greyish and seared, though still heavy, and his hard round
head was partly covered with white stubble. At first I
took him for a retired Greek confectioner and wondered
what on earth was the pass that he wanted Dedjazmatch
Nasibu to sign.
In front of the Dedjazmatch he paused, brought his gym
shoes together with the dud equivalent of a click, saluted
with a podgy but expressive hand, and bowed as smartly
as his figure would allow, too smartly for his uniform.
Evidently no Greek : too much a soldier for trade. Turn-
ing towards me he wafted away my hand in a warm,
emphatic grasp—" Wehib Pasha," he said, with such
stunning unexpectedness that I sat back hard in the
wooden chair without uttering a word.
A tall thin man followed him. An ungainly shape,
narrow waist and wide bony hips ; ill-fitting khaki all
over, slacks and puritanical tunic without insignia. From
his head, which was smaller than Wehib's, and covered by
a featureless uniform cap, a long nose protruded and
occasionally twitched a little at the point. His chin, which
receded, did not support the nose but maintained the
general angularity of Farouk's appearance. He wore large
boots, no arms, no belt, and I fancy no braces. The eyes
were smallish but extremely quick, lacking lashes almost
entirely. The mouth was prim. Facially a martinet: and
I learned later an intelligence officer of great experience.
Major Farouk Bey had, I believe, been Turkish Military
Attache in Athens but had fallen out with the Kemalist
regime. Since then his awkward figure had butted its way
round the Levant, refusing to rub off its corners; the mind
of Farouk remained intensely critical of anything which did
not come up to its own high standard of discipline and
concentration. Wehib Pasha had invited him out to
Ethiopia, where he found no mental kin.
Farouk sat down without saluting anybody, and through-
out the conference which followed opened his mouth only
to cut one of us short.
Third, a black man with a short moustache, fully
accoutred for war. He wore the uniform and tabs of the
Turkish General Staff. He clicked his heels, really clicked

